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1.

Introduction

The conception of history and the formation of identity are closely connected to each
other in every society. Accordingly, history education is of particular importance for the
cultural socialisation of each individual. There are two -ideal-typical- models: one
model primarily aims at normatively imparting the “one to be socialised”, who he or she
is and is supposed to be, and further, what the collective societal ‘project’ is that he or
she was historically put/set into and now has to contribute to. In this respect, history is
represented “objectively”, and the students have to acquire that knowledge. As a matter
of fact, this model was and still is advocated and practised in many places in the world;
it also can boost of a long tradition. The ideal-typical counter model primarily targets
the individuality of that person who deals with history: “Historical learning” (cf. Rüsen
1994) shall turn the student into a self-determined actor of a historically based search
for identity. According to this model, history classes should be principally held in an
open, pluralistic, and multi-perspective way so that the individual student can be
actively involved. This model implicitly discards a homogenous societal identity
formation or “definition of citizens” as targets.
However, history lessons oriented towards the conveyance of a normative conception of
history cannot entirely forego the aim of eliciting acceptance from the students (whether
conscious or unconscious), if the goal of a homogenous societal identity formation is to
be achieved and permanently secured. Hence, this essay shall take a look at
contemporary Chinese history school textbooks which clearly follow the first model,
combined with the question, which strategies are used in order to convince the students
of the given view of history. First and foremost, the focus is on the history textbooks of
junior secondary school (grade 7-9) since junior secondary, together with the six-year
long elementary school education (which does not cover proper history classes)
constitutes compulsory education, and should be – at least theoretically – completed by
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every child in the PRC.1 In class, modern and contemporary Chinese history are –taking
the whole possible “school career” including senior secondary school as a basis – not
only highly accentuated but the textbooks on these very periods also emphatically
provide information about the intended identity formation.2

2.

Official aims of history education in the PRC

The fundamental parameters for history education in the PRC are determined in
“Outline of History Education” (latest version for junior secondary school, 2000) and in
“History Curriculum Guidelines” – for the junior secondary school, latest version, 2001.
(Based on these, there are similar equivalents for senior secondary school from 2002.)
Principally, educational goals are, amongst others, “to deepen patriotic feelings”, to
convey “knowledge of the world”, and to promote a “holistic personality” for the
construction of a modern socialist society (“Outline”, Introduction). For this purpose,
one relies on a “correct” (zhengquede) perception of history (the content of which is
given in basic points) according to historic materialism. The students should be led to
“emotionally and analytically approach” history, which is supposed to be achieved by
multifaceted teaching methods (including the usage of diverse media). Further, it is
aimed at developing the students’ willingness to cooperate and their ability to think in
historical terms in order to become active members of society, who creatively
participate in the socialist construction of society. For the development of a “correct
historical consciousness”, an education is needed that is “patriotic, socialist, in accord
with China’s specific conditions, correspondent to the revolutionary tradition, and
1

In practice, Chinese history is scheduled for grade 7 and 8 (7th grade: History from the beginnings to the
19th century, 8th grade: 1840 until today); 9th grade: World History. With this as a basis, modern and
contemporary Chinese history (10th grade) is taught again in senior secondary school (grade 10-12),
while world history (11th grade) and ancient Chinese history (12th grade) are facultative subjects that do
not have to be attended by all.
2
Both in junior and senior secondary school, textbooks published by the semi-official People’s Education
Press (PEP) are still nationwide the standard; but in the meantime there are also new alternatives for
junior secondary school, e.g. published in Shanghai and partly used in the coastal provinces. The
Shanghai textbook is also considered below from time to time; still the following remarks are primarily
oriented towards the ‘standard’-version of PEP.
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uniting all the peoples of China [i.e. including the “national minorities”]. This kind of
education should motivate the students to carry on and develop the culturally
outstanding tradition of the Chinese people, to build up national self-esteem and selfconfidence; further it conveys a sense of historical responsibility to fight for the socialist
construction of their mother country” (“Outline”: Educational goals).
This comprehension of their own history is to be complemented with a “correct”
understanding of international relations: history education shall
“instruct the students to respect the achievements of civilisation of other nations and peoples, to correctly
perceive the development and change of international society, and to develop a correct international
consciousness. [History classes shall] motivate the students to learn and to pass down the traditional
virtues of mankind, and – in regard to the winding process of the historical development of mankind – to
grasp the value and sense of human life in order to gradually develop a true, good and active character as
well as a holistic personality. Further, in fostering a healthy, aesthetic consciousness and taste, a good
foundation for the formation of a correct value system and approach to life can be laid” (“Outline”:
Educational goals [highlighting by G.M.]).

Only if “patriotic feelings and comprehension of the world” are existent, students are
able to “draw knowledge from history and develop a human and cultural quality that
today’s citizen must have to face the challenges of the new century. (“Guidelines”,
preface, introductory passage)
These official guidelines, the language use of which (such as “tradition”, “correct”,
“healthy”) typically reflect a state-controlled conception of history (not only in China),
clearly show that this model is now under the constraint of adaption or rather
globalisation. The awareness of being under competitive pressure in a globalised world
in the future was the main motivation for a fundamental revision of the curriculum at
the turn of the millennium. This motivation resulted from comparisons with the
educational systems of Western countries since the mid 1990s. The special balance act
history classes, above, all, have to perform now is to do justice to this international
competition and to the realisation that China actually needs a better educated population
for its “race to catch up” in the 21st century (cp. “Notes/Comments to the Guidelines”,
chapt. 1), without, however, giving up the basis of legitimacy for the current political
situation. After all, China came to realise, even the USA – the primary benchmark –
have paid special attention to the adjustment of their history curricula since the end of
the 1980s (ibid.). In this respect, China did not want to remain behind. Even though not
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directly mentioned in the guidelines but commonplace in the recent Chinese historical
discourse, the background assumption that the collapse of the former Soviet Union was
caused not the least by their “false” way of dealing with history very probably led to the
resolution that a repetition of this mistake should of course be avoided. Accordingly,
efforts in the PRC have been made in the last couple of years (though rather in
presentation than in content) for a “modernisation” of textbooks, including first attempts
(since the end of March 2006 for senior secondary schools) of also addressing
foreigners and particularly overseas-Chinese (that are perceived as increasingly
important) via English textbook versions.

3.

The Repertoire of Strategies

Textbooks in China, like elsewhere, employ diverse means in order to address students.
A differentiation can be made between visual, textual and structural means:
3.1.

Visual means

Despite the fact that history textbooks in the PRC are still very text-oriented – even in
comparison with other East-Asian countries – the amount of illustrations and other
visual diversifications with regard to the layout has increased. The first content-relevant
statement is nowadays commonly made by the illustrated cover that has replaced the
once very simple title page. Typically, the volumes on ancient Chinese history (ill. 1)
are adorned with aesthetically appealing artefacts, whereas for “modern history”, the
‘iconic’ picture of the old Summer Palace in Beijing (partly constructed with the help of
Jesuits; ill. 2) destroyed by the British and French in 1860 conveys the message that this
historical period has to be seen under the aspect of foreign aggression in China. In the
‘standard’- textbook of junior secondary school, the “New” China is, in turn,
symbolised by skyscrapers (ill.3) that shall demonstrate the success of “socialist
modernisation”. Interestingly, however, the “revolutionary heritage” is more clearly
preserved in the textbooks for senior secondary school, the layout of which is yet far
behind the level of the textbooks for junior secondary school: for “modern history”, a
6
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monument of proletarian struggle for liberation appears (ill.4) with peasants and
soldiers presented in the typical heroic style of socialist realism. What is taught as
“repressive history” in the junior secondary school, conveying to the students emotions
of a “victim consciousness”, becomes a motivation factor for the older students to fight
for national self-assertion. The “New” China, in turn, is symbolised on the senior
secondary textbook cover by a historical shot of Mao Zedong’s proclamation of the
People's Republic of China among the circle of central CCP-cadres (ill.5) that
legitimises the rule of the party as a constitutive factor for modern China.
With regard to illustrations (paintings/drawings/photographs) there is still the tendency
in China of representing primarily ‘positive’ personalities, preferably in the form of the
traditional-official, static portrait (ill.6), whereas ‘villains’ – if any are shown at all – are
rather depicted ‘in action’ or as caricatures (ill.7). For the purpose of emphasising the
participation of the “masses” in historical processes, for whom so far none or rather
‘unfavourable’ pictures exist, often drawings or monuments are used to be able to
(aesthetically) illustrate their active fight (ill.8). Further noticeable is that – in contrast
to many other countries – the representation of violence and cruelty in Chinese
textbooks is often used as a discrediting tactic for “enemies” of the Chinese people to
emotionally convey the “correct” view of history. A relevant example would be the
treatment of the Sino-Japanese War 1937-1945, which is called “the Holy War of
Resistance” (ill.9).
Besides the emotional access, which is – visually – expressed mainly through drawings
and photographs, the analytical access (equally required in the educational goals) is
represented via tables, statistics and maps that pretend objectivity and scholarly
standard. In that way, the steeply rising graphic (ill.10) of opium import to China by the
British before 1840 makes it appear plausible that the outbreak of the Opium War as a
consequence of historical economic driving forces was inevitable; in a similar vein, the
detailed map about the few battles fought by the CCP against the Japanese visually
relativises the efforts made by the troops of the Nationalist Party during the War of
Resistance against Japan. In a different case again, the “achievements of socialism” (ill.
11 and 12) are made ‘comprehensible’ by tables. Interestingly, the textual means at
times counteract the visual ones: the regret expressed in the text about the economic
7
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loss in consequence of the “wrong” policy of the “Great Leap Forward” (1958/59) that
was followed by a catastrophic famine (one of the severest in the history of mankind!) –
here termed politically correct only as “Three Years of Economic Difficulty” (19601962) – stands next to a statistics on the economic achievements (ill.13) which elegantly
sets the time frame beyond this period and thus even illustrates an impressive economic
increase between 1957 and 1965! Thus the basic statement is underlined that – despite
everything – the baseline was still correct!
3.2.

Textual means/methods/tools

The also visually highlighted introductory parts (ill.14) are an important textual method,
which, often together with the concluding paragraph of a chapter, summarise the topic
and the moral of the story: in these parts, basic definitions and evaluations are given,
such as how to “correctly” define a historical period, or whether the Taiping Movement
in the 19th century should be interpreted as a rebellion, a revolution, a religious
movement or (the “correct” mainland China version): a “peasant uprising”. The choice
of labels already implies a judgement – a peasant uprising is per se positive and
“progressive”.
Another method is the incorporation of quotations (ill.15). Visually, these are usually
sharply highlighted and are – like the portraits – mostly “positive”, i.e. they either
originate from a ‘positive’ figure or from the “people”, as in the form of folk songs or
popular sayings. Related phenomena are the allegedly recorded stories that are designed
to address emotions and to encourage the student’s identification with the historical
situation. In this manner, e.g. the story of a brave child is told to bring the cruelty of the
Japanese during the Sino-Japanese War 1937-45 closer to the students: when asked by
a Japanese soldier whether China or Japan was better, the boy courageously answered
that his father had taught him to reply to all Japanese with the answer “Japan is better”,
despite the self-evidence of China’s being better. For this heroically honest answer,
which today would be expected from every patriotic Chinese student, the boy, of course,
loses his life.
Textually furthermore, short biographies (ill.16) perform a function comparable to
portraits in the visual field; they, however, occupy a lower rank in terms of importance
8
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since not every figure with a brief biography is also assigned a portrait. Here as well
primarily ‘positive’ figures are considered, and the length of the CV indicates the degree
of that person’s ‘quality’. In this manner, e.g. in the introduction of the intellectuals of
the May 4 Movement in 1919 (with a picture), the short biography of literary ‘idol’ Lu
Xun is the longest biography and also complemented with a quotation. The short
biography of Li Dazhao – in many respects considered the ‘father’ of Maoism – is still
accompanied by a quotation; Chen Duxiu, the first General Secretary of the Chinese
Communist Party and later ostracised as a Trotskyist, is at least flanked (and thus
‘rehabilitated’) by the ‘positive’ “New Youth Magazine” that he founded; the anticommunist Hu Shi however, does not have any further additions to his short biography.
The most important textual means to elicit the acceptance of the students are, of course,
the wording and the choice and emphasis on what is said. It is thus typically
communicated that in militant conflicts, the enemy has provoked the fight. A relevant
example is the Boxer Rebellion: even though the Chinese court had declared war, it is
still called the “Invasion of the eight Allies” – unequivocally suggesting the victim
status of the Chinese people. The vocabulary also indicates how to evaluate certain
people and events: The ‘good’ “sacrifice” themselves, they fight “heroically”, they put
up “resistance” and “heroically kill the enemy”, whereas the ‘bad and evil’ “ambush”,
they “attack” and “provoke”, and finally either “miserably run away” or “massacre
ordinary people” and “suppress” them. As far as “inner enemies” in PRC times are
concerned, there have been “mistakes” from time to time (the language usage is
modelled after “The Resolution on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party Since
the Founding of the State [of the People's Republic of China]”) but the “baseline” was
always self-evidently “correct.”
Of particular importance in the textual field are also the visually highlighted interposed
and end questions that principally lead over to the structural means. They emphasise,
together with the “moral of the story”, the educational objective of each lesson. Typical
questions are what the students feel in view of the historical records represented in a
textbook unit, or

whether they comprehend the depicted problems, or – very often –

what they think they can learn from the presented historical role models. By this, the
criteria of the educational objectives are met, which are learning from history and
9
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encouraging the students to “pass down” China’s historical task, making the students
feel obliged to the former generations who demonstrated their willingness to make
sacrifices. The end questions of a unit add the aspect of knowledge and comprehension
to this more emotional aspect and also raise questions such as why certain things had to
happen in this or that way; by this means, the successful conveyance of pre-interpreted
“historical principles” is to become visible.
3.3.

Structural means

An important structural means in terms of influencing the students to adopt a normative
view of history is the examination pattern which – regardless of the individual teaching
style of each teacher – structurally conditions the learning behaviour. Since the
examinations are based on multiple choice questions, only one “correct” and preformulated answer is allowed. Accordingly, there are plenty of ‘drill books’ that
summarise those ‘standard answers’ for the students. Recent textbooks also provide
topics at the end of a unit where students are occasionally asked about their own opinion;
however, the wording of the questions already sets the tone for a certain answer: one
should “learn one’s lesson” or one should “justify” the things learnt. Besides the
knowledge-oriented multiple choice questions, this commonly requires “exegesis”. E.g.
considering a historical quotation, an explanation is expected as to who and what are
meant specifically; however, it is usually not expected that what was said as such is
questioned or discussed.

4.

Goals of persuasion

In comparison to the above-mentioned, officially formulated aims of persuasion, the
following goals can be detected when empirically studying which elements of a
“Chinese” identity are conveyed via these history textbook strategies:
4.1. China’s history as a history of the Chinese people
As is well-known, according to the Marxist conception of history, class struggle is the
engine of history; this topic is, however, of not much relevance in today’s “reform”10
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oriented PRC since politically, it is rather associated with the “ultra left” tendencies of
Maoist “excesses”. Thus, the term “class struggle” is widely avoided; nonetheless, for a
“correct” classification of historical periods, the respective “principal and side
contradictions” have to be defined and the “people” unequivocally characterised as the
carriers of history. In this vein, the commitment of the rulers during the struggle with
imperialism is relativised in favour of the people’s heroic will for resistance, whereas in
the times after 1949, the acceptance for political actions by the “people” is named as
legitimisation of those actions (or the lack of acceptance by the “people” as discrediting
politically “wrong” actions respectively). Further, the usage of folksongs etc. suggests
(as was common in ancient China) that it is the people that are the scale for history and
the true source of legitimacy.
4.2. China as a multiethnic state
Who the “people” actually are is likewise an important matter of definition for the PRC
– the aims of education mentioned at the beginning already indicated this. History
classes are responsible for doing integration work in this regards, making plausible that
also members of the so-called “national minorities”, who in terms of surface area
populate large territories, are intended therewith. Regionalism and ethnic differences
(such as in the case of Tibet or of Xinjiang in Northwest China) are of potential
explosiveness and have to be “harmonically” (the new keyword of President Hu Jintao)
integrated. Accordingly, the chapter that deals with the Anti-Japanese Resistance War
specifically highlights the contribution of the minorities with a separate text and picture
(ill. 17). The “liberation” of Tibet is represented by the peaceful entry of riding soldiers
of the People’s Liberation Army (ill. 18) after Mao is said to have come to a friendly
agreement with “Tibetan representatives” (the Dalai Lama is not mentioned at all). Only
the text reveals that there had not only been unanimous enthusiasm in Tibet, which is
unsurprisingly ascribed to the scheming of the “reactionary” forces in the upper class;
but the Tibetan “people” allegedly warmly welcomed the People’s Liberation Army. In
the last compulsory chapter of the textbook the pupil is confronted with pictures of a
crowd of people celebrating the twentieth anniversary of the establishment of the Tibet
Autonomous Region, and laughing women of the Miao Minority appear picturesquely
in their traditional garbs: they are, according to the caption, enjoying their newly
11
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obtained high living standard (ill. 19 and 20). Apart from that Overseas Chinese are
specifically addressed and their contribution to the Anti-Japanese War of Resistance
(which was a key period for the formation of identity of the “new” China) is particularly
stressed.
4.3. China as a territory
A particular concern of Chinese policy (partly also because it is linked to China’s
minority problem) is the emphasis on territorial sovereignty. The issue of territorial
sovereignty mainly derives from modern history and “imperial and colonial
suppression” (cf. the phrase 'carving of the Chinese melon' around 1900).
Correspondingly, the geographical area of today’s People’s Republic of China is
already taken as a basis in history classes when starting with the Neolithic beginnings of
Chinese history! Another example is the depiction of the negotiations with Russia in the
second half of the nineteenth century, during which Russia acquired a large (but
sparsely populated) area of China (at that time, it aroused only moderate indignation
since cartographically, the area was not yet well known anyway): the Shanghai textbook
confronts today’s students with the figures of the “lost” square metres, compared to the
territories of France and England. This comparison shall demonstrate how often France
or England would have fit into the area tsarist Russia had managed to get hold of from
China back then in order to emotionalise that matter. It is clearly communicated that
territorial issues are of very high priority not the least with regard to “the return to the
motherland” of Hong Kong and Macau (which is illustrated by happy children holding
up welcome banners) as well as the eagerly anticipated “pending” return of Taiwan.
4.4. The CCP as the friend of the people
Apart from the definition of what China as a nation is, the legitimacy of its own power
is of course also of great importance for the ruling CCP. The party tries to legitimise its
rule by pursuing the strategy of show itself acting as the representatives on behalf of the
“people”. Typically, the party is characterised as the one in history that sought for peace
for the sake of the people, but it was often forced into fights by its enemies (as in the
Civil War 1946-49). Obviously, it could not but ultimately ensure victory – in
correspondence to the forces of history and the will of the people. Apart from the peace
12
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criterion (cf. also the representation of the Korean War and China’s intervention as an
act of sacrifice for the sake of its Korean “sister nation” and in terms of self-defence),
the fight against poverty supports the party’s claim to legitimacy: the successes of its
economic policy still are central pillars of the latter. Opposed to the famine-stricken
years under the National Party (emotionally emphasised with visual means such as
photographs), the economic development of the 1950s (illustrated in tables) is
highlighted. In general, the positive results of economic development during the time of
the People’s Republic are presented (and as mentioned, temporary interruptions are, if
necessary, concealed). Potentially problematic aspects such as the governmental
disciplining of members of society are solved by representing the individuals concerned
as “dangerous villains”. That way, the governmental disciplining is in fact presented as
an outright duty for “serving the people” truly.
4.5. China’s position in the world – in the past and present
Since the educational goals also demand a “correct” conveyance of the international
situation (thinking of global competition), history education attaches great importance
to this aspect. While foreign aggression (with Japan as the most extreme example) is the
main focus in the representation of modern history, the depiction of the “new” China
suggests China’s readiness to not seek revenge for the “humiliation” suffered. Rather, in
accordance with the principle of “peaceful coexistence” that Zhou Enlai once
proclaimed, China wants to be a responsible member of the international community
instead. The inner “record of success” and the international recognition attained in the
meantime demonstrate the students that a “healthy” pride of one’s own country can
actually now follow yesterday’s humiliation without appearing threatening to anybody
outside of China.
4.6. Motivation drawn from history to carry on the existing system
Ultimately, the final educational goal of history education can be achieved by this
approach: to motivate the students to support the existing system, because it is this
system that has to be credited for the brilliant rise of China as a nation in the 20th
century; and thus it is also the only guarantor for a new, self-confident role of China in
the international competition of the 21st century.
13
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5. Successful persuasion?
In summary, one can conclude from the interplay of the single strategies of persuasion
discussed in detail above that Chinese history textbooks aim at intellectually and
emotionally conveying a normative view of history to the students by using diverse
visual, textual and structural means. This objective is further supported by employing
specifically selected or produced films etc. As mentioned above, there are individual
goals of persuasion with regard to identity formation, which became evident when
empirically looking into textbooks. Despite the conscious reaction of the Chinese
Ministry of Education to the global “competitive pressure”, it can be nonetheless
observed that history textbooks have only been partly “modernised” – content-wise and
also in terms of the strategies of conveyance: the fundamental parameters of history
education and the repertoire of strategies have only undergone marginal, one could even
say “cosmetic” modifications. A general move towards the second ideal-typical model
currently favoured in many “Western” countries and acknowledged by the Chinese
commission of the 1990s cannot be detected in current textbooks, even though the new
official guidelines declare the students should be taken more “seriously”, granting
considerably more leeway for details with design. Thus the balance between the
requested ‘orthodoxy’ as to content and the ‘modernity’ or ‘attractiveness’ of the lesson
become a balance act (and the responsibility) of the teacher.
That history education as it has been performed so far obtained and still obtains wide
acceptance in China is not the least corroborated by the fact that there is a far-reaching
consensus amongst the “ordinary” people about certain historical questions – this
consensus, inter alia, manifests itself in the resistance “from the people” regarding
deviating historical portrayals (e.g. in the media: cf. Müller 2007). An exemplary case
of such a success of ‘persuasiveness’ also of current relevance is the image of Japan –
and this image is considerably influencing the bilateral relations. Japanese are still
widely believed in China to be barbaric, cruel and stubborn. History classes deliberately
nurture this kind of image (and this is why pertaining examples were referred to above),
however, this image also develops its own dynamics: the image of Japan at times grows
in power in society (via literary-artistic and other non-state actors) to an extent that the
government of the PRC gets into diplomatic troubles. In fact, textbooks merely provide
14
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the basis for this but they guarantee nonetheless that coming generations of Chinese
“never forget”. Therefore, the textbook issue is of great political importance and also
explosiveness in East Asia as Chinese (and South Korean) demonstrations and riots in
consequence of the approval of a controversial Japanese schoolbook revealed recently
again: this schoolbook – even controversial in Japan – allegedly “misguides” the
Japanese student’s generation in their historical judgement. It is not by accident that in
the East Asian “learning cultures” (cf. the ‘structural means’!) history textbooks become
the potential trigger for conflict since all involved parties are aware of their
persuasiveness and decisive influence on their own and mutual perception. Interestingly,
in the meantime, a Chinese-Japanese-South Korean history textbook was developed;
however, its real use in class has not yet been proved. – The Chinese criticism of
Japanese school textbooks does not mean that there is no criticism of Chinese textbooks
at all (particularly from the side of “critical” historians). However, as an identity
creating factor, textbooks are noticeably able to implant nationalism into the people,
even if this nationalism does not always stay as state-supportive as history classes are
supposed to lead to.
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Illustrations:

Ill. 1: Examples of textbook covers for ancient Chinese history

Ill. 2-4: left: Cover of the junior secondary textbook on modern Chinese history: the
ruined summer palace; middle: cover of the junior secondary textbook on contemporary
Chinese history; right: cover of the senior secondary textbook on modern Chinese
history
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Ill. 5-7: left: cover of the senior secondary textbook on contemporary Chinese history;
middle: two ‘positive’ figures of the Sino-Japanese War 1894/95: Zuo Baogui (above)
and Deng Shichang; right: plundering Englishmen (chapter on the Opium War)

Ill. 8 and 9: left: the Boxers (heroic drawing next to a photograph); right: Japanese burry
Chinese civilians alive (photograph on the left-hand book page, below); Japanese
cleaning their swords in Nanjing after the ‘killing contest’ (photograph on the righthand book page above)
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Ill. 10: Graph to the right above: opium import by the British 1799-1839
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Ill. 11 and 12: left: level of production 1952 in comparison to 1949; right: increase
between 1952 and 1957
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Ill. 13 and 14: left: industrial production 1957-1965; right: introductory paragraph on
the Opium War
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Ill. 15 and 16: left: Sun Yat-sen, on the left accompanied by a citation; right: upper
image: CV, photograph and citation; lower image: short CV and photograph
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Ill. 17 and 18: left: minorities contribute to the resistance against Japan (1937-1945);
right: the Chinese army enters Tibet peacefully (1951)
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Ill. 19 and 20: left: mass meeting on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of Tibetan
“liberation”; right: Miao-women are happy about their higher living standard due to
socialism
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Ill 21: left above: the hand-over of Hong Kong; right: “We have returned home” (Hong
Kong citizens 1997); left below: the hand-over of Macao; right: “Macao has returned
home” (children in Macao)
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